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New registrations and renewals are a good indicator of 
the strength of the engineering profession. RPEQ numbers 
rebounded strongly in the lead up to and during this year’s 
renewal period after what was a difficult period for many 
in our profession. There are currently over 17,000 RPEQs, 
representing a three-year increase of 16.2 percent. Demand 
for engineers is only expected to grow with infrastructure 
investment, particularly in southern states, ramping up. There 
will be challenges though with international borders impacting 
the number of engineers that can come to work in Australia 
from overseas. As a work around, some companies are calling 
on governments to relax restrictions on using overseas-based 
engineers for infrastructure projects. This confluence of events 
presents an interesting challenge for BPEQ as professional 
engineering services carried out overseas for Queensland 
must still be done or directly supervised by a RPEQ. To 
help engineers and companies understand the effect of 
the PE Act internationally, we will be preparing a practice 
note on the subject.

'Demand for engineers is 
only expected to grow with 
infrastructure investment, 
particularly in southern 
states, ramping up. .'

The legal article in this month’s e-news focusses on 
BPEQ’s successful appeal to refuse an application for 
registration under the existing mutual recognition framework. 
The appeal judgement will form the basis of BPEQ’s approach 
to the recently legislated federal automatic mutual recognition 
scheme. States and territories can opt-out of the scheme and 
BPEQ’s understanding is some jurisdictions have already done 
so. BPEQ will be exploring an opt-out from the scheme for 
engineers working in or for Queensland. 

BPEQ will embark on a new engagement program with 
engineers in the mining and resources sector. The number 
of RPEQs in key mining related disciplines and employed by 
mining companies is not where it should be and as part of 
this program BPEQ will be reaching out directly to individual 
engineers and linking up with partner organisations to change 
behaviours in the industry. Engineers in mining and resources 
will be able to engage with BPEQ at industry events starting 
with the Queensland Mining Industry Health and Safety 
Conference, 22 to 25 August.

'The number of RPEQs in key 
mining related disciplines and 
employed by mining companies 
is not where it should be...'

Also, in August, BPEQ will host a meet and greet for RPEQs in 
Cairns on 4 August. The meet and greet is an opportunity for 
Board members to get to know and recognise local RPEQs.

If we can provide further information or assistance, please 
contact BPEQ at admin@bpeq.qld.gov.au or call 07 3210 3100.

ANDREW SECCOMBE
Chair and regional representative
The Board of Professional Engineers of Queensland 

A word from 
the Chair

Andrew Seccombe
Chair and regional representative
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We should expect an engineering sector-wide 
transformation, with ESG impact assessment 
becoming a mainstream requirement for 
infrastructure investment and delivery, 
writes BPEQ’s community representative, 
Christopher Edwards.

ESG IS WHAT?
According to the McKinsey Quarterly[1] environmental, social 
and governance (ESG) criteria are increasingly integrated into 
investment analysis, processes and decision-making. These are 
all categories RPEQs have some degree of oversight of. In just 
a few years, sustainable or responsible infrastructure investing 
has moved from a slightly idealistic niche to front of mind. It 

is a mainstream dimension for governments, investors, and 
project sponsors and appears to be strongly influencing 
business case performance, resilience of investment and 
delivery of capital projects over time. 

This is particularly the case in infrastructure, in view of 
its wide reaching and long-term consequences for the 
community. In many cases investors and government have 
not just accompanied the trend but pioneered its evolutions, 
complementing, or preceding regulatory requirements. A 
number of engineering, design and project management firms, 
investors and operators have embarked on communicating 
their values and sharing their approaches to ESG.

ESG impacts infrastructure capital project lifecycles from 
development to delivery, operations and through to 
decommissioning. It is therefore significant for RPEQs to 
consider the impacts on infrastructure assets and those 
from infrastructure assets.

ESG and 
the RPEQ

BOARD MEMBER ARTICLE

Christoper Edwards
Community representative

The ‘G’ stands for governance. It 
refers to the internal systems of 
practice, controls, and procedures 
our companies adopt to govern 
better, make effective decisions, 
comply with the law and meet 
the needs of our clients and 
stakeholders. Governance leads 
the ‘E’ and the ‘S’ categories—
corporate board composition and 
structure, strategic sustainability 
oversight and compliance, 
executive compensation, political 
contributions and lobbying, and 
bribery and corruption. [2]

The ‘S’—social— addresses the 
relationships our companies and 
clients have and the reputation we 
develop with people and projects in 
the communities where we deliver 
projects and do business. It can 
cover labour standards, wages 
and benefits, workplace and board 
diversity, racial justice, pay equity, 
human rights, talent management, 
community relations, privacy and 
data protection, health and safety, 
supply-chain management and 
other human capital and social 
justice issues.

The ‘E’ in ESG, encompasses 
environmental criteria including the 
energy our companies and clients 
take in, the waste it discharges 
and the resources they need. 
It captures energy efficiencies, 
carbon footprints, greenhouse 
gas emissions, deforestation, 
biodiversity, climate change 
and pollution mitigation, 
waste management and water 
usage, as examples.
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ESG AND THE RPEQ OPPORTUNITY
As can be seen from above, ESG includes a range of topics – 
some of which RPEQs would be surprised are included in the 
ESG scope. In Queensland, there has traditionally been a solid 
focus on issues that are part of the environmental scope. While 
these are not to be ignored, RPEQs should bear in mind the 
varying issues in the social and governance areas. 

The Queensland Government is a steward of the state’s 
abundant natural, human and capital resources for future 
generations. It acknowledges the global community’s 
expectations for Queensland to demonstrate its approach 
to ESG risk factors and sustainability issues when making 
decisions about projects, policies and investments. Queensland 
is well-positioned to mitigate the risks and capture the 
opportunities presented by emerging trends, such as climate 
change and decarbonisation, digitalisation, globalisation and 
trade, and demographic shifts. Ongoing engagement with 
investors and stakeholders on sustainability issues is a key 
focus of government’s efforts [4].

Queensland is well-positioned 
to mitigate risks and capture 
opportunities presented by 
emerging trends... 

While sector or region-specific ESG frameworks have not 
yet been mandated by Australian governments or regulators, 
those frameworks that are currently available provide a 
guide for engineers to consider (see list of standards and 
frameworks below).

As we know, different clients and stakeholders will have 
different aims and needs. It is important to note that not 
all factors will be material to all clients and their capital 
project requirements.

Prioritising and evaluating the risk profile and materiality 
of various ESG topics is crucial for capital projects to proactively 
approach ESG and ensure project and owner success. 
Advancing sustainability is at the heart of everything that RPEQs 
do. Our leadership approach to sustainable development 
needs to be founded on an understanding of our responsibility 
towards project partners, staff, society and the environment. 

To attain sustainable infrastructure growth and focus our 
approach to using an ESG framework, as leaders we need 
to be fully committed to the promotion and delivery of 
sustainability principles.

IMPACT FROM 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
ASSET

• Infrastructure assets can have a positive 
or negative impact on the surrounding 
environment and/or society

• Examples: environmental 
degradation, pollution, improved access 
to basic services, health and safety for 
workers, corruption etc

• Feedback loops, i.e. a reaction from the 
surrounds back onto the asset may occur, 
e.g. tax breaks, or societal / community 
backlash such as strikes, boycotts and 
unsupported infrastructure

• Financial consequences can be direct or 
indirect, e.g. via reputational risks

• Infrastructure assets may be positively 
or negatively affected by its surrounding 
environment and/or society

• Such external impact on the asset is 
primarily of physical or regulatory nature

• Examples: floods, droughts, (natural) 
resource constraints, pollution, 
demographics, riots, regulatory changes etc

• Asset's resilience to external impacts 
can anticipate, accommodate, absorb or 
recover from such impacts

IMPACT ON 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
ASSET

Figure 1: ESG impact on and from an infrastructure asset 
Source: adapted from B Capital Partners AG.
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01
ENVIRONMENT
Responsible Products & Services:
• Are we committed to integrating sustainability at every point 

in the lifecycle (design to end-of-life) of our products and 
services to protect and enrich our planet?

• Will we collaborate with our clients, customers, government 
and partners to do the same?

Resource Efficiency:
• Are we continuously improving our business operations 

and revolutionising our use of resources to optimise 
energy efficiency, minimise waste, and increase our use 
of renewable materials?

Supply Chain:
• Are we ensuring supply chain compliance with our core 

business policies and principles, including compliance 
with anti-bribery and corruption and anti-slavery and human 
trafficking policies, to deliver sustainable solutions that 
maximise value for our clients, customers, government 
and stakeholders?

03
GOVERNANCE AND OPERATIONAL INTEGRITY
Governance:
• Is our management team priding itself on applying, and 

devoted to upholding, the highest standards of governance 
and ethics throughout our business operations?

• Are we conducting our business ethically and with integrity in 
line with our core business values (integrity, professionalism, 
accountability, fairness, independence) and policies to 
deliver our sustainability goals?

• Do we have rules as to the nature of clients that 
can be engaged?

Compliance:
• Are we ensuring that we apply the highest levels of legal 

compliance and standards for ourselves, our customers, 
our suppliers and our stakeholders?

• Are we committed to maintaining the safety 
of our employees, customers, suppliers and 
stakeholders at all times?

Quality Management:
• Are we continuously improving the quality of our products 

and services by applying sustainable, cost-effective solutions 
to address our clients and customers' needs?

02
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Culture:
• Are we committed to creating a culture where our clients 

and colleagues are engaged, passionate about excelling, 
and inspired to help our customers make the world 
healthier, cleaner and safer?

Talent Development:
• Are we committed to retaining and growing our talent to meet 

business needs now and for the future?

Diversity & Inclusion:
• Are we proactively promoting diversity both within 

our operations and among those with whom we 
conduct business?

Wellbeing:
• Are we proactively and continuously promoting both mental 

and physical health, while pursuing the creation of a lively 
workplace free from accidents and illness?

Community Engagement:
• Are we an active and engaged member of the communities 

in which we operate, and will we support our employees in 
contributing to their professions?

04
LEADERSHIP AND DELIVERY
• Are we actively engaging employees, customers, supply 

chain and key stakeholders to help leverage 
the opportunities provided by our leadership 
role in sustainability?

• Are we identifying objectives and targets relevant to our 
organisation and its sustainability priorities that will drive 
innovation, best practice, knowledge sharing and positively 
impact our planet?

• Are we regularly reviewing and reporting our progress in 
implementing this policy and the commitments we make on 
sustainability to account for evolving policies, standards, 
best practices and technology within our business?

TOWARDS AN ESG 
FRAMEWORK – 

QUESTIONS FOR 
RPEQ'S TO ASK

Are we positively impacting the 
environment in a responsible 
and ethical manner?

How will we ensure the effective delivery of this framework?
Are we developing a solid 

foundation to support 

sustainable business activity?

Are we finding, supporting and 

developing outstanding people in the 

workplace and in our community?
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Standards have been developed globally to provide 
RPEQs with guidelines on: 

• Investment and risk management frameworks and 

• Reporting Frameworks

Infrastructure asset owners and engineers have many standards 
to pick from, in relation to ESG, based on their specific 
objectives, which range from socially responsible investment, 
sustainable investment to impact investment.

AS A RPEQ, WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?
The integration of ESG into projects and company strategy 
can be both a source of protection and opportunity for value 
creation because these factors are directly linked to:

Risk management:

• Avoiding project and business interruption, cost 
overrun, project profit margin impact and withdrawal of 
operating permits

• Avoiding project and business legal risks, significant 
remedial actions and insurance penalties

• Avoiding project and business reputational damage (by 
managing the value chain and other environmental and 
social issues)

• Anticipating regulatory changes that could affect 
project success and the firm’s operations (CO2 quotas, 
declarations, etc.) or even the future prohibition of 
certain products and / or their uses

• ESG can directly affect project risk, which in turn may 
impact loan terms and rates, or result in higher CAPEX 
and OPEX affecting the return on investment

Cost reduction:

• Creation of an action plan to optimise and manage 
energy and waste

• Reassessment of the value chain in order to take ESG 
criteria into account (optimisation of greenhouse gas 
emissions, reduction in loss of raw materials)

• Definition of responsible purchasing ESG criteria

Consideration of new business models:

• Launch of new products and services addressing new 
customer requests for a responsible offer

• Identification of new markets / investments (positive 
impact funds, circular economy, climate change)

• Innovation leverage through eco-design

The attractiveness of our projects and businesses to clients and 
stakeholders (employees, suppliers, customers and investors):

• Mechanism to improve talent engagement and 
retention through the integration of ESG criteria into the 
company’s vision and values

• Response in line with calls for tender, which increasingly 
involve ESG criteria in the selection

• Better perception of companies incorporating ESG 
criteria into their strategies

• Investors more inclined to select infrastructure projects 
with ESG performance commitments

HOW RPEQS CAN SHAPE THE FUTURE BY 
INTEGRATING IMPACT IN INFRASTRUCTURE 
DESIGN 
As many of us will be experiencing now through our interactions 
with clients and customers, there has never been a better and 
more appropriate time to integrate impact into infrastructure 
investment design, strategies and operations. To do so is to 
create a more resilient economy for communities, and future 
generations. Among the main highlights RPEQs can consider in 
shaping the future are:

• Infrastructure is a sustainability and resilience enabler 
and represents interconnected long-term value for the 
entire stakeholder spectrum

• Huge amounts of capital need to be deployed in 
new infrastructure and revamping of existing assets 
to support the emergence and deployment of a 
sustainable economy. These new investment needs 
represent promising opportunities, assuming they can 
deliver attractive, risk-adjusted returns, which should 
be the case as:

- Sustainability and risk management have a lot in 
common when it comes to infrastructure investment 
and are strategic for investors as they determine the 
long-term value of these assets. This goes beyond 
the well-known concept of carbon-intensive stranded 
assets as even green assets can become stranded 
if, for instance, they do not address adaptation 
considerations

- Societal, market and technological shifts now offer 
a plethora of unprecedented opportunities for asset 
managers to achieve attractive returns, deploy 
investments and deliver higher impacts

- Large asset owners’ recent commitments to re-
allocate capital to sustainable projects and activities 
are creating a large demand for sustainable assets

This is just the beginning of an evolution, paving the way 
to an engineering sector-wide transformation, with ESG 
impact assessment becoming a mainstream requirement 
for all infrastructure investment. RPEQs have a significant 
role to play in the full lifecycle of infrastructure design 
through to decommissioning. ESG issues are relevant to all 
RPEQs, regardless of their specific governmental program 
requirements, clients, customers or firms they work with. As 
the governance component of ESG becomes a greater focus, 
engineers will need to consider how (or should) they assign 
specific oversight for particular ESG issues. 

As BHP’s chair noted in the August 2021 issue of Company 
Director (pp. 16) – 

There are higher expectations of companies and you 
can argue whether that is right or wrong, but you need 
to respond to reality. Community patience is short, 
expectations for accountability are high and stakeholders 
aren’t afraid to wade in on issues. The level of scrutiny is 
not going to get easier.

Queensland should be proud of its achievements in managing 
ESG risk factors and the state government is committed to 
delivering further progress in this area. The state government 
is also focused on identifying new ESG opportunities that 
will deliver more sustainable outcomes for the people of 
Queensland and welcomes the opportunity to further engage 
with RPEQs, investors, and stakeholders on our collective ESG 
credentials and opportunities.
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For more information on the Queensland Government’s 
approach to ESG visit www.treasury.qld.gov.au/programs-and-
policies/esg-statement.

REFERENCES 
[1] and [2] McKinsey Quarterly, November 2019 – Five Ways that 
ESG creates value

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business%20
Functions/Strategy%20and%20Corporate%20Finance/Our%20
Insights/Five%20ways%20that%20ESG%20creates%20value/
Five-ways-that-ESG-creates-value.ashx

[3] https://assets.b-capitalpartners.com/media/
documents/2020/03/03/19-04-wwf.pdf 

[4] https://www.treasury.qld.gov.au/programs-and-policies/
esg-statement/

[5] Hooper, N. (2021). Leading in the age of ESG. Company 
Directory, 1 August 2021, pp. 6.

CHRISTOPHER EDWARDS
Community representative

Mr Edwards was appointed to the Board in 2019. 
Mr Edwards has over 20 years’ experience in non-
executive director roles, as an executive with RPS Group, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers and Hatch Associates he 
developed global strategy, governance and assurance 
experience in the resources industry, infrastructure, 
environment and planning, commercial, banking and 
government sectors. 

A graduate and fellow of the AICD, Mr Edwards has 
demonstrated a commitment to continuing professional 
education in the fields of governance, strategy, risk, and 
organisational transformation. He holds an MBA focused 
on international business and strategy. 

Mr Edwards serves on several boards including Metro 
South HHS Capital Works and Asset Maintenance 
Committee and Racing Queensland. 

Hydrology and Water sources Symposium 
(HWRS 2021)
Online: 31 August 2021 - 1 September 2021
Hosted by Engineers Australia

Register 
now

Thought Leaders Series: The Digital 
Engineering Evolution Has Arrived
Online: 3 August 2021
Hosted by Engineers Australia

Up to 
1.5 

hours

Thought Leaders Series: Innovation 
in Rail
Online: 4 August 2021
Hosted by Engineers Australia

Up to 
1.5 

hours

Engineer of the Year Award 2021 - 
Queensland, Fellows and EngExec 
Recognition
Online: 4 August 2021
Hosted by Engineers Australia

Up to 1 
hours

UPCOMING 
CPD courses and conferences

IPWEAQ Annual Conference
Cairns: 12-14 October 2021
Hosted by IPWEAQ

Up to 
45 CPD 
hours

Chemeca 2021
Virtual: 27-28 September 2021
Hosted by IChemE

Up to 
12.5 CPD 

hours
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AMR v Gardner –

The state of play 
in Queensland

The interstate recognition of reciprocal equivalent occupations 
changed on 1 July 2021 with the passing of the Mutual 
Recognition Amendment Bill 2021 (AMR), through the 
Commonwealth Senate. AMR proposes to facilitate the 
unencumbered transition of occupations and professions across 
jurisdictional boundaries (namely interstate) thereby allowing 
people to engage in those occupations and professions 
without the need to re-register in the jurisdiction in which the 
‘activity’ will be delivered. Put simply, if you are registered 
in a occupational / professional scheme in your home state 
(following the introduction of AMR), it is not necessary to 
register in another state – where there is in that state a 
registration framework for the same occupation / profession 
as is being performed in your home state. By way of analogy 
a builder registered in another state (being the home state) 
does not need to re-register in the second state (being the 
jurisdiction in which the building work will be undertaken) – a 
process referred to as ’deemed registration’.

However, one of the exceptions to deemed registration is ‘…
any public protection requirements required by the law of 
the second State before carrying on the activity…’.[1] Notably, 
Queensland has been a national leader in the regulation of 
the engineering profession – having instituted a scheme 
of registration obligating those practising engineering in 
Queensland to be registered and thereby entitling a registrant 
to use the postnominals RPEQ – registered professional 
engineer of Queensland. Queensland’s strident framework of 
registration was recently the subject of judicial consideration 
by the Federal Court in the matter of Board of Professional 
Engineers of Queensland v Gardner [2021] FCA 564 (Gardner 
decision) – being a successful appeal brought by the Board 
of Professional Engineers of Queensland (BPEQ) challenging 
a decision of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) 
permitting the registration of Mr Gardner as a RPEQ – Fire Safety 
(with conditions).

1  Mutual Recognition Amendment Bill 2021, s. 42D(4)(f).
2  Board of Professional Engineers of Queensland v Gardner [2021] FCA 564 at [40]
3  Ibid at [15].

THE IMPACT – GARDNER
The Gardner decision reaffirms the foundation for the existence 
of BPEQ and moreover the framework of registration for those 
seeking to perform professional engineering services in the 
State of Queensland. The decision of the Honourable Justice 
Logan in Gardner is significant and potentially renders nugatory 
current and future applications for registration (pursuant to 
the Professional Engineers Act 2002 (Qld) (PE Act)) when such 
applications are made pursuant to the Mutual Recognition 
Act 1992 (Cth) (MR Act). As a starting point the principle 
enunciated from Gardner is referenced at paragraph [40] of the 
decision. The salient two questions for ultimate enquiry and 
determination are:[2]

i. Is there a scheme of registration for the same profession 
/ occupation (c/f s. 4 MR Act); in the first state as that of 
the second state? and if so;

ii. Are the activities authorised in the first state – to be 
conducted as part of that registration the same as the 
activities authorised in the second state?

As a starting point, where there is no scheme for registration in 
the home state, purported claims to practise in the second state 
(where a scheme of registration exists) will fail – in that those 
seeking to practise in the second state will need to progress 
through the normal registration application process in the 
second state.

IMPACT – DEEMED REGISTRATION
However, if you are registered as a professional engineer 
in another jurisdiction this does not mean that you are 
automatically entitled to ‘deemed registration’. The Gardner 
decision (referencing the High Court decision of Victorian 
Building Authority v Andriotis [2019] HCA 22) (Andriotis 
decision) references the entitlement to registration in respect 
of an ‘equivalent occupation’.[3] Critical to the entitlement 
for registration is the claim for equivalency. Inherent within 
the assessment of equivalency is consideration of the 
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approved activities in the home state (within the home state’s 
registration framework). AMR does not automatically displace 
the requirements of s. 17 of the MR Act – this being the 
section considered by the High Court in the Andriotis decision. 
Critically, the question that must be answered in the affirmative 
is whether the two occupations (namely the one in the home 
state versus the one in the second state) are equivalent.

THE EQUIVALENCY TEST
On the question of equivalency, the Gardner decision tells us 
that we must consider the ‘…activities authorised in the first 
State – to be conducted as part of that registration – the same 
as the activities in the second State?...’ (c/f paragraph 40). This 
of course applies on applications for registration however AMR 
(through the process of deemed registration) purports to ‘deem’ 
registered the practitioner already the subject of registration in 
the home state, treating that registrant as authorised pursuant 
to the respective statutory framework to carry out the authorised 
‘activities’ in the second state.

Gardner outlines with clarity the preconditions required for 
application of the MR Act. As was the case with Gardner, 
applications for registration pursuant to the PE Act with reliance 
upon the registration scheme of another jurisdiction will 
almost certainly be unsuccessful, save for those activities that 
accord with the PE Act. Regulators are obligated to consider 
the applicable tests of s. 29 of the MR Act and therein make 
a decision on the question of equivalency of occupation / 
profession.

As was detailed by his Honour in Gardner, in circumstances 
where there are no applicable registration scheme/s for the 
profession of engineering any assertion for equivalence 
requires an assessment of the first state’s authorised activities, 
unless that review determines the ‘application of engineering 
principles and data to a design, or to a construction, 
production, operation or maintenance activity, relating to 
engineering’ is indeed authorised the jurisdiction of MR Act 
cannot apply because those activities are not regulated (c/f 
paragraph [40] of Gardner – cited above).

Gardner is arguably authority for the contention that even when 
it appears two jurisdictions have legislation regulating the same 
profession in order for the MR Act to apply the test required 
pursuant to s. 29 of the MR Act must be applied substantively 
and moreover there must be an interpretation and correlation 
of each of the activities authorised under each legislative 
scheme – therein permitting consideration of the other relevant 
considerations pursuant to s. 29 namely, whether a condition/s 
could or ought to be applied to achieve equivalency.

It should be noted that no change has occurred to sub-section 
29(1) of the MR Act. The tests applicable to that sub-section 
remain current. Inherent within this conclusion is the 
fundamental requirement for the BPEQ to maintain a framework 
of registration for every practitioner registered pursuant to the 
PE Act. The continuance of sub-section (1) in its current form 
places the obligation on the BPEQ to continue to pursue the 
objects of the PE Act through the maintenance and provision of 
the registration framework of all persons purporting to practice 
a professional engineering service in Queensland.[4]

4  Mutual Recognition Amendment Bill 2021, s. 67.

Reminder – s. 115 Professional Engineers Act 2002

The decision of Gardner takes on particular significance 
around the discussion on the objects of the PE Act.  Notably, 
and critically, it is a criminal offence to practice professional 
engineering services in Queensland and not have registration. 
Section 115 of the PE Act states:

115 Who may carry out professional engineering services

a. A person who is not a practising professional 
engineer must not carry out professional engineering 
service

Maximum penalty – 1000 penalty units.

Division 2 of the PE Act – s. 3 references the mains object of the 
PE Act, they are:

3 Main objects of Act

The main objects of this Act are – 

a. To protect the public by ensuring professional 
engineering services are provided by a registered 
professional engineer in a professional and 
competent way; and

b. To maintain public confidence in the standard 
of services provided by registered professional 
engineers; and 

c. To uphold the standards of practice of registered 
professional engineers.

Notably, sub-section 3(a) prescribed that the objects of the PE 
Act are to protect the public. Critical to protecting the public 
is providing for a scheme of registration for practitioners of 
professional engineering services. His Honour, in Gardner (c/f 
paragraph 33) references, inter alia, the fundamental purpose 
of the PE Act as follows:

33. One purpose of the Engineers Act is to ensure that only 
an individual who is a ‘practising professional engineer’ 
and registered as such may carry out ‘professional 
engineering services’: s 115(1). Another is to ensure 
that an individual who is a practising professional 
engineer carries out professional engineering services 
only in an ‘area of engineering’ for which the individual 
is registered under the Engineers Act: s 115(3). These 
purposes are achieved by a compulsory registration 
system. Each of the terms highlighted is defined in the 
Engineers Act…

We strongly advocate purported registrants from other 
jurisdictions obtaining legal advice to ensure they receive 
appropriate instruction on their obligations when delivering a 
professional engineering service in Queensland.



Project bank 
accounts to be 
extended

BANKING

‘Cleaning up’ the construction industry 
payments system has been a stated objective of the 
state government over many years.
A key feature of the reforms made by the government in 2017 
through the Building Industry Fairness (Security of Payment) 
Act 2017 (BIF Act) was the introduction of project bank 
accounts, which have applied to state government building 
and construction contracts valued between $1 million and 
$10 million since 2018. Project bank accounts are designed 
to protect progress payments and retention amounts to 
pay contractors.

A review of project bank accounts commissioned by the 
government noted their effectiveness but recommended 
changes. In 2020, the state government amended the BIF Act to 
action the recommended changes.

As part of the amendments being progressively rolled 
out between March 2021 and January 2023, all eligible 
Queensland, public and private sector contracts valued at $1 
million or more will require a project bank account.

The changes apply to all eligible Queensland Government 
contracts valued at $1 million or more, including hospital and 
health services contracts, from 1 July 2021. The $10 million 
threshold has been removed.

Engineering firms and consultants should take the time to 
understand project bank accounts and how the requirements 
apply to their operations.

For more information visit www.qbcc.qld.gov.au.
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Q&AQ&A BPEQ takes its role as a regulator seriously but we also try to be an effective educator.

At our seminars with engineers and others, we get many questions about the 
Professional Engineers Act and RPEQ system. While we can not answer all of your 
questions we will always do our best.

Here are a couple of questions asked in a recent seminar:

How can a RPEQ registered in Civil 
Engineering carry out Structural 
Engineering services?

Prior to 1 July 2008 the area of ‘Structural Engineering’ was 
not an area recognised by BPEQ. RPEQs practising in Structural 
Engineering were registered in the area of ‘Civil Engineering’. 
Structural Engineering was recognised as a distinctive area by 
BPEQ in 2008 following amendments to the PE Act. Of course, 
RPEQs must not carry out professional engineering services in 
an area of engineering other than an area of engineering for 
which the person is registered under the PE Act. BPEQ made 
an allowance for RPEQs practising in Structural Engineering 
who were registered in the area of Civil Engineering prior 
to 1 July 2008. These RPEQs would not be required to apply 
for registration in a new area of engineering as long as 
they renewed their registration each renewal period, and 
continued to comply with the BPEQ’s continuing registration 
requirements keeping their Structural Engineering skills and 
knowledge up to date.

Does my 4-5 years post-graduation work 
experience to develop competency have 
to be sequential / uninterrupted?

BPEQ’s requirement is that applicants must have a minimum 
of four years’ experience working in the industry post-
graduation before they can apply to become a RPEQ. BPEQ’s 
Assessment Entities (e.g. Engineers Australia, Professionals 
Australia) are approved to undertake assessments of an 
engineer’s academic qualifications and competencies as 
part of the registration process. Assessment Entities may 
outline further specific requirements for the assessment of 
a RPEQ's qualifications and competencies. In short, while 
there is no BPEQ requirement for an applicant’s competency 
to be grained sequentially, there may be additional 
obligations as part of an approved scheme administered 
by the Assessment Entities (such as the scheme for 
Professionals Australia which details that work experience 
must have been gained within the last ten years).

https://www.qbcc.qld.gov.au/project-trust-accounts/new-project-trust-accounts-formerly-pbas


RPEQ 
PROFILE

As at 30 
June 2021

17,213
Total RPEQs

1,929
New RPEQs 
in 2020-21

ACT – 0.62%
SA – 2.71%

WA – 3.70%

VIC – 8.88%

Overseas – 4.43%
TAS – 0.64%

NSW – 13.20%

QLD – 65.50%

NT – 0.32%

1,210
Female

15,931
Male

RPEQ Map

RPEQs by discipline* 

* Eight most populated disciplines. Disciplines include both practising and non-practising RPEQs. 

6,774
Civil

3,230 
Electrical

345 
Mining

2,180 
Structural

3,122 
Mechanical

826 
Chemical

1,134
Management

536 
ITE
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With Brisbane now set to play host to the 
biggest sporting event in the world the work 
needed to support the movement of thousands 
of residents and visitors will start in earnest. 
At least since Barcelona ’92, cities have seen the Olympics 
as an opportunity to do more than just inspire sporting 
involvement and entertain. The Games should leave a legacy 
in the form of things, structures and processes that benefit the 
host city permanently post the event. 

Ahead of its hosting duties in 1964, Japan launched the 
very first Shinkansen bullet trains. Today the Shinkansen 
is synonymous with cutting edge, high-speed rail. Modern 
variants reach speeds of up to 320km connecting major 
Japanese cities within hours.

In preparation for the 2016 Rio Games, the city’s congested 
and unreliable transport network was transformed with new 
rapid transit bus, metro and light rail systems.

South east Queensland will have no choice but to invest 
in new rail infrastructure to host a successful Games. In 
2019-20, there were 846,000 weekly rail trips in south east 
Queensland and the network does struggle at times with these 
numbers. With thousands of spectators moving between their 
homes, accommodation, entertainment and event venues, 
demand on Queensland Rail infrastructure and network 
will be extraordinary.

For perspective, at the 2000 Games in Sydney, 900 train 
services passed through the Olympic Park station transporting 
spectators on the day of the Opening Ceremony. On the busiest 
day of the Sydney Games, 217,953 spectators were moved 
to and from Olympic venues on trains. For the 2012 London 
Olympics, 200,000 visitors were expected daily at the Queen 

Elizabeth II Olympic Park. Studies on rail patronage in Tokyo 
during the 2020 Games predicted 15 stations would experience 
greater than 200% capacity, with several reaching nearly 400% 
at their peak. 

While the challenges and criticisms of the Olympic Games 
are well known there is no doubt they offer a great potential 
to leave a legacy. South east Queensland / Brisbane now 
has its opportunity and an impetus to create public transport 
infrastructure befitting its status as a 'new world city'.

Engineers will have a crucial role to play in planning, designing 
and delivering the public transport infrastructure and network 
to move thousands of people efficiently and comfortably across 
south east Queensland during and after the Olympics. Failing 
that, a team of local Oshiya may be needed.

2032 Brisbane Olympics:
an opportunity for 
infrastructure legacy

AN ENGINEER'S WoRLD

Oshiya, or passenger pusher, is an important job in 
the Japanese rail network.
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RPEQ RESTORATION
The PE Act allows for a period 
following the registration year for RPEQs 
who failed to renew their registration to 
apply to have it restored.

RESTORATION PERIOD
The restoration period is 1 July – 31 August. Previously 
registered engineers who make a restoration application within 
the restoration period can do so through the My Account portal.

FIVE STEP ONLINE 
RESTORATION PROCESS

When making its decision to restore registration, 
BPEQ will consider:

• whether the applicant is fit to practise as a RPEQ

• the extent, if any, to which the applicant has satisfied 
the continuing registration requirements (i.e. CPD).

Applicants will be asked to answer questions about their 
continuing professional development (CPD) and fitness to 
practice (FTP). Applicants should be able to answer:

• YES to either question one (1) or question two (2) of the 
CPD questions (Section B)

• NO to ALL FTP questions (Section C).

Applicants who answer NO to both CPD questions and/or YES to 
FTP questions will be required to make a declaration about their 
CPD and FTP and attach supporting evidence (e.g. CPD log).

Applicants must complete the restoration application form in 
full and pay the associated fees to restore their RPEQ status.

RESTORING REGISTRATION 
AFTER AUGUST
Applications for restoration made after the restoration 
period may be accepted by BPEQ at its discretion and 
only in extenuating circumstances. However, there is no 
guarantee that BPEQ will accept a restoration application 
made after 31 August. 

Any restoration application made after 31 August cannot be 
done through the ‘My Account’ portal. The application will 
need to be made using an approved form provided by BPEQ on 
demand. BPEQ will not consider any restoration application 
more than six months after the end of the restoration period – 
i.e. the end of February the following year.

For more information on RPEQ restoration read the Restoration 
of Registration Process Policy or visit www.bpeq.qld.gov.au/
restoration-of-registration.

RENEW?

STEP 1 VISIT
Visit www.bpeq.qld.gov.au

STEP 
2

SIGN IN
Sign in to My Account using RPEQ number 
and your chosen password

STEP 
3

CLICK
Click the Restore Now option button found 
under your general profile information

STEP 
4

ANSWER
Answer the online restoration questions. 
RPEQs must declare fitness to practice 
issues and comply with CPD obligations

STEP 
5

PAY
Pay the restoration fee. Payment can be 
made by MasterCard and VISA credit card
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FORGOT TO 

http://www.bpeq.qld.gov.au/restoration-of-registration
http://www.bpeq.qld.gov.au/restoration-of-registration
http://www.bpeq.qld.gov.au


RPEQ # FIRST NAME LAST NAME REGISTRATION AREA
25971 Shakeel Ahmed Electrical

25975 Sohaib Akhtar Structural

26085 Abdulrahman Akil Structural

25958 MD Sarowar Alam Electrical

26038 Glen Alanne Civil, Management

26020 Nia Aliabadi Chemical

26115 Aisar Al-Omari Electrical

25995 Anthony Antulov Mining

25967 Daniel Armstrong Civil, Management

26043 Oudai Awad Building Services, Electrical, Information 
Telecommunications & Electronics

26111 Muhammad Waqas Ali Azhar Mechanical

25955 Mohammad Babaei Civil, Management

26059 Stephen Badrock Mechanical

25979 Sven Barkemeyer Environmental

25954 Emily Beck Civil

26001 Leonard Behera Civil

26101 Glenn Bentley Civil, Management

26048 Peter Berry Civil, Management, Structural

26122 Bibin Paul Electrical

26112 Matthew Bloomfield Chemical, Management

08225 John Bond Information Telecommunications & Electronics

25970 Navin Borker Information Telecommunications & Electronics

25951 Benjamin Boston Mechanical

Welcome to our 
newest RPEQs
BPEQ extends a warm welcome 
to the following engineers who 
recently became registered:
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25959 Tierney Boulter Civil, Management

26124 Craig Brock Geotechnical

26021 Peter Brown Mechanical

26128 Manuel Cardenas Medina Electrical

26070 Steven Cassells Mechanical

26079 Chon Loi Chai Civil

26058 Sook Chan Electrical

26041 Neeleshwaren Chandiran Fire Safety

25965 Qingjun Chen Structural

26082 Feng Chen Structural

26042 Chan Chong Civil

26000 Yan Ngan Chung Civil

26018 Robert Claase Civil, Management

26045 Gregory Coglan Civil

26113 Robert Cooper Mechanical

25992 Leo Copelin Civil

26060 Ashley Creighton Geotechnical (mining)

26005 Lam Dien Dang Civil, Management

26074 Raghavendra Dasam Electrical

25962 Robert Davis Building Services, Civil, Fire Safety, Structural

26073 Evan Davison Civil

26114 Subhra De Electrical

26040 Francois De La Chaumette Electrical, Information Telecommunications & 
Electronics

26062 Nigel Dezdjek Electrical, Management

25977 Steven Ditton Civil

26046 Jimmy Do Mechanical

26050 Sarah Donnan Management, Structural

26008 Rishabh Doshi Electrical, Information Telecommunications & 
Electronics

26063 Ronald D'Souza Mechanical

26039 Todd Durnthaler Civil, Structural

25944 Geoffrey Dusha Electrical

26102 Avan Emadi Structural

26068 Tara Evans Civil

26025 Yong Fang Civil

26013 Muhammad Yasir Farooq Civil

26036 Oliver Farrell Structural

26080 Sean Fisher Civil

25972 Brian Gall Mechanical

25998 Catherine Ganley Mechanical
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25982 Paul Gaylard Civil, Structural

25939 Mark Genge Civil

26096 Ahmed Mohamed Ghanem Electrical

09967 Jarrod Giese Electrical, Information Telecommunications & 
Electronics

26047 Jack Gillespie Mechanical

26006 Ralph James Goad Mechanical

25936 Carlos Gotera Soto Mechanical

26095 Ryan Green Mechanical

26069 Mark Griffith Electrical, Management

26087 Daniel Gumbleton Mining

26026 Ghassan Habeeb Civil, Management

23330 Kawtar Hadjadj Mechanical, Information Telecommunications & 
Electronics

26108 Mohammad Haghighat Structural

26117 Andreas Hakansson Civil

26061 Dwayne Ham Structural

25960 Peter Harris Management

25980 Timothy Heath Electrical, Information Telecommunications & 
Electronics, Management

26003 Brendon Henry Mechanical

26084 Waththegama Gedara Herath Building Services, Electrical

26028 Terrence Hing Building Services, Electrical

16267 Christopher Hitchcock Mechanical

15134 Guy Hodgkinson Electrical, Management

26015 Behzad Hosseini Civil, Structural

26011 Yanshan Huang Civil

26010 Bishoy Isaac Mechanical

26027 Douw Jacobs Management, Mechanical

25993 Neda Jamshidi Alashti Electrical

26076 Yixin Jin Structural

26009 Daniel Johnston Management

26072 Marek Jura Civil, Management

25989 Irwin Kaplan Electrical

25950 Matthew Kerr Information Telecommunications & Electronics

26029 Imran Khan Electrical

26053 Humayoun Khan Electrical

26086 Peter Kilby Electrical

26051 Hendryk Klempke Electrical

25973 James Kral Mechanical

11047 Ambika Kulasingham Civil
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26022 Willie Kwong Electrical

26078 Simon Lagerroth Electrical

26056 Virginie Lanfrey Civil, Management

26064 Geoffrey Lanigan Civil

26002 Sicong Li Electrical, Information Telecommunications & 
Electronics, Management

26071 Xiao Li Civil, Structural

26094 Keze Li Civil

26106 Jianxi Li Electrical

25988 Patrick Little Structural

26105 Chee Keong Loh Management, Mechanical

26016 Peter Loukis Building Services, Electrical

16991 Minyuan Lu Chemical

26057 Caimao Luo Fire Safety

25964 Johannes Malherbe Electrical

07807 Philip Mance Structural

25985 Roger Mansfield Electrical

26123 Kyle Marshall Civil

10254 Benjamin McGarry Mechanical

25934 Andrew Mee Civil

26116 Anthony Mew Management, Electrical, Information 
Telecommunications & Electronics

25938 John Milner Civil, Management

26012 Olivia Mirza Structural

26032 Manu Mohan Electrical

25931 William Mullen Management

25933 Tammy Munce Civil

26075 Ashwin Muralidharan Building Services

26081 Reza Navab Civil, Management

25987 Shashidhar Neravetla Electrical

25956 Saroj Neupane Civil, Management

26100 Kenny Ng Electrical

26019 Stuart Nicol Metallurgical

25948 Vincenzo Nigro Electrical, Information Telecommunications & 
Electronics

25943 Ryan Nugent Electrical

25999 Okechukwu Nwadigo Chemical

26077 Brendan O'Brien Civil

26066 Barry O'Connell Electrical

26090 Adam O'Shea Structural

26017 Ami Patel Civil
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25940 Gregory Paulsen Information Technology and Telecommunications, 
Management

25996 Reid Penner Structural, Mechanical

26033 Mirihanage Perera Building Services, Mechanical

25978 Andrew Phoenix Building Services

25990 Dhieu Piok Electrical

25945 Mitchell Plastow Civil

26103 Jose Plata Hernandez Electrical

25941 Jack Plimmer Civil, Management

26023 Vishnukumar Prajapati Structural

26044 Julian Prendergast Mechanical

26119 Farhan Raza Management, Mechanical

25968 Nithanandan Reddy Mechanical

25969 Michael Rezk Mechanical

26088 Ross Rhyme Mechanical

21378 Timothy Rijsdijk Mining

25976 Jake Rowe Electrical

25932 Bruce Russell Chemical, Electrical

26098 Dermot Ryder Mechanical

26097 Shane Rynne Civil

26049 Carl Sakuringwa Mining

26099 Jeremy Scott Structural

26083 Blake Scriven Structural

26092 Say Teng Seah Civil

26031 Sukhi Sendanayake Structural

25974 Rooshab Shah Structural

26121 Saleheddin Shams Mechanical

26030 John Simpson Civil, Structural

25957 Ian Sinclair Civil, Management

26052 David Sincock Information Telecommunications & Electronics

25946 Peerdatinder Singh Electrical

26054 Nathan Smaistrla Management, Mechanical

26109 Christopher Smith Civil

25963 Siew Phang Soo Electrical

26055 Jake Spooner Civil, Management

26110 Edward Steed Geotechnical (mining)

15700 Philip Stockwell Structural, Civil

26089 Gavin Sue Yek Mechanical

25984 Craig Sutherland Information Telecommunications & Electronics

26034 Sebastian Szczepanski Mechanical

25947 Josef Tadich Electrical, Mechanical
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25986 Robert Tait Information Telecommunications & Electronics, 
Management

25991 Gareth Talamini Electrical, Management

19770 Fan Tang Mechanical

26014 Phillip Tarpinian Management, Mechanical

26093 James Tauby Mechanical

26065 Lee Taylor Electrical

26091 Yogeschandra Thanki Aerospace, Information Telecommunications & 
Electronics

26120 Robin Thekkekara Civil

25997 Bradley Thompson Management

26107 Malcolm Timm Civil

25952 Bradley Turner Civil, Management

25953 Martin Turner Information Telecommunications & Electronics

26004 Jarrad Underwood Building Services, Electrical, Management

26037 Steven Voss Civil

12176 Linton Wales Electrical

25994 Duncan Ward Civil, Structural

26007 Robyn Warnock Structural

25949 James Warr Electrical

25961 Cameron Wearing Environmental

25981 Shay White Chemical

25942 Dane Williams Structural

26024 Michael Williams Aerospace, Mechanical

25935 Alexander Wise Chemical

25983 Raphael Woon Civil, Structural

26035 Xin Xu Civil

26118 Jirong Xu Building Services, Electrical

22089 Zhanghou Xue Electrical

25937 Dante Zeta Electrical

26104 Jilong Zhang Electrical

25966 Zheng Zhi Information Technology and Telecommunications



@BPEQld

linkedin.com/company/bpeqld

This newsletter is provided for general information only. It 
is not legal advice and should not be taken or relied upon 
as such. If you have any questions or concerns about your 
compliance with the Professional Engineers Act 2002 (Qld) 
or your general legal obligations as an engineer, you should 
obtain appropriate legal advice. The Board accepts no legal 
responsibility or liability for any loss you may suffer as a 
result of reliance upon the information contained in this 
newsletter.

Protecting the public 
and setting the standard 
of engineering.
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